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Notations IN 1,2 3 n setof naturalnumbers
No 0 1,2 3 sn ofu in setof non positiveintegers
2 O I 1 I2,13 in set of integers
D setof real numbers
En 12,3 in for ne N

2 5 The ubiquitous nature of binomial coefficients

Example In how many ways can you distribute
apples to 3 people so that every person gets at
least one apple The apples are considered identical
Sohn

00 or I on a
There are 6gapsbetweentheapples
Pick two andplacebarsthere

Lay out the seven apples in a line as above There are
six gaps between the apples Pick two of them
e g the gaps identified by the two vertical bars
The two bars divide the apple into three groups
Give the left most group to the first person themiddle group to the second and the east to the
third This gives us every possible way of distributingthe seven apples

There an 6 gaps and we picked 2 There are

E ways of doing this Here the number of ways
of distributing the apples is

E 625 15 ways
Reformulation The number of solutions to

Nit Nat 23 7 Ni E I Ni O
is 30



Generalcare In howmanyways can one distribute kidenticalapples
to n people ne kl so that everyperson gets at least one apple
Solution Use the same strategy as before Lay out the k apples
in a line Pick out n t gaps from the k 1 gaps Any such choice
groups the apples into n groups and vice versa As before the
answer is

kit

K1gapsi i s
go I g g

k apples

I
2 n i

pick n t bars

Reformulation The number of solutions to the equation
24 that the k

where each ni is a positive integer ie ni e IN for
i i in is II

Example Hone many ways are there of distributing
k apples amongst n persons with no apples being
a valid allocation for a person
Solution
Suppose we have distributed the k apples to the

n persons None give each person an extra apple
We have none distributed nth apples among
n people so that everyone gets at least one apple
Conversely suppve we distribute nth apples amongst
n people so that every person gets at least
one apple Now take away one apple from everyone
Then we have distributed k apples amongst a people
without restrictions

This gives i



ofwaysofdistributing k apples amongs n people

of ways of distributing nth apples among a person
so that everyone gets at least one apple

nth I

n i

Reformulation The number of solutions to
k that t an L

with each ni e no i is in is Y

Example How many solutions are there to
Hit Nat 23 24 Rg E 300

with ni e No No 0 1,2 oh
Solution
This is the same as the numberof solutions to
hit dat Nst Ny tag t 26 300

extratariables

with Ni E No 2 1 5

In fart given a solution to the new problem
we have a 22 23 7 Rg 300 26 E 300 with ni E IN

Conversely given a solution to the old problem then
set of 300 Nit Nz that 24 t 25 Then NgE No
and hit Mz t Mz t 44 t 95 26 300 nie Mo and we
have a solve to the new problem

So the answer is 300 6 1 36 1

Example Hone many ways can one distribute 7 apples to
John Paul and Mary so that Johnand Maryget
at least one apple but Paul couldget no apples



Solution
Distribute 8 apples among the three of them so

that everyone gets at least one and then take

away one from Paul There are EI ways of
doing this

Aus 2 9167 20
Reformulation The number of solutions to

Kit Nat 23 7 Mi EI Ni 2271 2370
is 21

Example How many ways are there of buying9 boxes of tea from a stone which has 3 different
varieties of tea smh that each box has only one

variety of tea I Assume the store has an inexhaustible
supply of eachvariety of tea
Solution

Suppose one picks b boxes of the first variety
be of the second and bs of the third Then we

have
bit bat by 9 bi E Ino

The number of solutions to this is 9 33,1 I

Ans I 41110 55

Theorem The number of ways of choosing k
objects from n objets with repetitions allowed
is

Y



Proof Suppose we pick a of the first object
Nz of the second son of the nth object
Then

hit Nat an k with Ni E No
Comedy any solution

to the above grins as
a way of choosing k objets from n objects
Since the of Solus is nth the theorem is
proved A

Lattice Paths

Definition A latticepath in the plane is a curve made

up of line segments that eithergo from a point i j to
the point litt j or from a point i j to a point
Ii jtD
Another definition equivalent to the one above is

that a lattice path in the plane is a sequence of pairs of
integers

suit int É in iii ater
Ca met mi th and hit hi or

b min mi and hit ni t l

Let it be a unit horizonal more i j to fit ji and v a unit vertical
move Let X Hsu Then a lattice patti is also an X string
together with an initial point mono Forexample the red path below
is the origin 10,01 together with thestring VHHV HHHVV Hit and the

q
4

green path is 10D together
with the string
HAV HUVHH V

I
20,0



Question Let m n 0 What is the number of lattice
paths from 10,0 to Cnn m n 0

g
p

É
i

u
it

20,0

11moves 7H'sGu's 11 moves 7 H's 4V's

Answer Apath from 10,0 to mm is the same as an

X string x it v of length men with ma's in the
string or equivalently n v's We have pick me places
in a string of length men to put the A's in The
answer is clearly

Ii In

Remark Suppose p q m n EX with p em q en Then
the number of lattice patties from p g to in is

the same as the of lattice patter from 10,0 to m p n g
Hence

m p
mtn p g

of lattice paths from pg to Cmn
Mt P I

n g



Example Howmany lattice paths from 10,0 to Cnn are

there which never go above the diagonal
I Thediagonal is the line y n

The path displayed is one which
É never goes above the diagonal

It does touch the diagonal in

p
a many places though It anyway

has to at 10,0 and un
HVHHU HUU HH UHV HUU HV a od

girl
19,9

y

Apath which goes above the

go

o o

diagonal The point 2,3 is the

first lattice point of the pathwhich
lies above the diagonal
HHVUVVHHHUVHHHVHUV CoO

1431 Note thatevery pathto Inn which
goes above the diagonal musttouch the
line y nth In the picture C23 is
the first instanceof this for our path10,0

Call a lattice path from 10,0 to Cnn good if it nevergoesabove
the diagonal Otherwise call it bad The purple path above is
good while the red one is bad Let

D Setof all latticepaths from 10,0 to nm
G set of good paths
B set ofbad paths

Then
IPI 1Gt IBI



Since Pl Y this gives
161 P1 IB Zn Bl

Let us work out IBI
Suppose T is a bad path Then there is an

i Osten such that Ci it 1 is a point in the path
Let i be the smallest sinh number Anotherwayofsaying
this is thatthebadpath t must hit the line y ntl and
let li it 1 be the first instance where it does In the
red path above 2,3 is the first instance wherethe path
hits y ntl and i 2 Suppose our bad path o is

as

from10,07 t i its and or isiii
iii

Let 52 be the path fromi

o i switchingeveryhorizontalmore ink
to a vertical move everyvertical
move to a horizontal none
Let

f Ir on I
1010 In thepicture above n 9 and ti it 1 2,37 The blue path is
I Note that in general I is simplythe reflectionofoz about the
line y ntl and that f lo is a path from10,0 to In 1 nti Anotherway
ofseeing this is as follows Thepath I has n i horizontalsegmentsand
n i l verticalsegments This means that I its reflectionabouty seel a
n i verticalsegments and n i i horizontalsegments Since the initialpoint
of E is i its its finalpointmusthave x coordinateequal to it in i i n 1
and y coordinate equalto it't In i nt t thus the terminalpoint
of E andhenceoffer is Cn i net

Conversely given any path from e from 10,07 to



G 1 ntl it must hit the line y ntl Let itd be the first
first instance it does Write e e ca where is the partof2
fromco n to Ci it and ez thepart from ti it 1 to G thtD
Let to be the reflection ofez about y att Let

It is dealt that Elis is a lattice pathfrom 10,0 to
hint CApplytheargument wegavetoshowthat ft terminates at cabutD

Moreover g e is a bad path since ii it 1 is a point
on g e In thepicture if e isthepathfrom10,0 to 18,10 which is the

red bit from 10,07to62,3 followedby the bluepaththen ez is the bluepath
and E is the red bit from 2,3 to 9,9

hit Q be the set of lattice patties from 10,0 to n't
nd

Wehave just shown that f B S Q is a bijective
correspondence with inverse g Q S B Thus

IBE IQ1 ti it
It follows that

IG Y E

In
n n

Enl
In 1 Intl

It Ral
n n

t na
2nd
n n

Y
The number at Y is called a Catalan number and
is devoted Cn

Cn I 4 Catalannumber


